
PRODUCT CARD

PRODUCT CODE: AD-NL-6148BLR4

EAN CODE: 5908254819247

TOS LED 30W garden floodlight with PIR,
2200lm, IP65, 4000K, PC, black
Garden floodlight intended for outdoor installation, as parking and garden lighting, or to provide light to building facades,
advertisements, etc. It can also be used indoors, e.g. in garages, halls. Its simple shape and wide lampshade without any
frame, make the floodlight look good on buildings decorated in various styles. The light source in form of SMD LED diodes,
guarantee high energy efficiency and long life of the device. Rated power of the presented floodlight is 30W and it emits light
with the luminous flux of 2200 lm. It shines with a natural white color, with a temperature of 4000K. The device has a built-in
PIR sensor that turns on the light when movement is detected and allows to set the lighting time according to individual
preferences (from 10 +/- seconds to 5 +/- minutes). The sensor detects movement both during the day and at night. The
maximum detection range is 10 meters. The movable housing allows to adjust the lighting angle to the room conditions
(horizontally 180 °, vertically 125 °). High degree of ingress protection IP65 protects the floodlight against the ingress of
water, dust and dirt, which is why this product will withstand even the most difficult weather conditions (-20 ~ + 40 °C).
Available colors: white or black.

Light source:

LED SMD
Rated power:

30W
Colour temperature:

4000K

Degree of protection (IP):

65
Detection angle:

240°
Control of the motion sensor:

Adjustable time setting (TIME):
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General information

Light source: LED SMD

Rated power: 30 W

Nominal voltage: 230V~, 50Hz

Luminous flux: 2200 lm

Colour: black

Solar panel: no

Colour temperature: 4000K

Degree of protection (IP): 65

Colour rendering index CRI: >80

Detection angle: 240°

Dimensions - depth: 199 mm

Dimensions - height: 187 mm

Material of the lampshade: PC

Control of the motion sensor: yes

Type of sensor:

Detection range: 5-10 m

Daylight sensor adjustment range (LUX): <3—2000lux

Adjustable time setting (TIME): yes

Lighting time adjustment range (TIME): min.: 10 sek. ± 3 sek., max.: 15min.±2min

Adjustment of motion detection range (SENS): yes
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